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Card Stunts will Honor
umniFriday-Evening
Card stunts honoring San Jose State college alumni will be the
featured attraction of half-tine activities Friday evening, according
to Ed Mosher, Rally committee chairman.
Plans for 10 card stunts were revealed at last evening’s Rally
committee meeting in the Student Union building. The first stunt will
*show a "mortar-board" cap with
the word s, "Welcome Grads"
above it.
An activated stunt featuring a
galloping gad l will be the third
trick of the evening. The ’:gael"
depicted in the, stunt is a winged
Dr. William G. Sweeney, head of
horse, according to Rally committhe Education department, voiced
tee preparations for the depictions.
the opinion Monday that "some inThe series of tricks then goes
justices" would result from a proon to simulate a huntsman downposed plan to defer students from ing the gael and serving it under
the draft on the basis of relative a cover "as is done in high class
standing in their classes.
restaurants," says Beth Calvin-,
"I think that people in the low- chairman in charge of card stunts.
er percentages of their classes can
Also on the agenda of the meet-make the same- -contribution, in ing was a reporl-61-11 he LCOP extheir own way, as those in the change rally to take place at COP
Lipper parts," Dr. Sweeney said. nekt Thursday morning at 11
"Grades alone are not a real test o’clock.
of ability."
The report, given by Ed DickinAs an illustration of his point, son, stated that the script of the
Dr. Sweeney pointed out thart per- event is an .Olson and Johnson
sonnel tests are far from infalli- routine and that several interestble in their ability to predict the big events such as a gun battle in
future success or failure of- the the audience and stooges placed
throughout the crowd will enliven
student in a particular’Efield.
The educator agreed In sub- the show.
The COP Rally committee will
stance with another point of the
reconunendation made by a com- present their show here Thursday
mittee appointed to draft a plan eVetting at 7-:15 o’clsrck in the Morof deferment so as to screen out ris Dailey auditorium.
According to Mosher, the show
talent which might be useful to
the country in an emergency. is being held earlier than usual to
This proposal would permit the allow students to attend both the
deferr141 youth to change ob- rally and the Novice boxing tournament. All those who will be
jective.
wearing costumes to the boxing
No ,articular favor would be
matches are asked , by Mosher to
shown in the case of the prospecwear their costumes to the rally.
tive draftee if it were up to the The report given on the COP
individual instructor to give him a
Rooters’ train emphasized Viet
grade that might possibly bring
those riding the train will hak’T a
about his deferment, according’ to
marching rally to the Civic audiMrs. Clarke D. Wills, assistant
torium in Stockton and will proprofessor of education.
ceed to the stadium in busses
"In an emergency situation such provided.
’The marching band, cheerleadas this one, the simple fact of a
prospective inductee’s attending ers and song girls will lead the
college should not place him in a group to the auditorium. After
’favored positron With respect to I the -genie transportation will be
provided back to the train.
deferment," she said.

Sweeney Speaks
On Student Draft

Homecoming Parade Enlivens
San Jose’s Streets Tonight
The biggest parade ever attempted by the alumni and student
body of San Jose State college will roll through the streets of downJos-Te-foid44 beginning at 7:30, aciorng toJerry Schmidt,
chairman for %vent.
The pared?’ will feature decorated floats which the alumni

Couneil-to- Allow
ASB Members Only
On Rooters’ Train
ASB card-holders only will be
allowed to take part in the cOP
rooters’ train trip, according to
action taken by the Student council yesterday afternoon in the Student Union building.

*association and social and independent SJS organizations have
entered in competition for perpetual ’gold trophies.

The floats, competing

for cups,
will assemble late this afternoon on the north side of St.
James park. They will be judged
by local business men beginning
at 6:30.
The entries which place first in
three categoriesfraternity,
sorority, and independent organization’s floatswill be given the
trophies to carry during the
parade, and will be awarded the
first float positions in the three
different group lineup for the celebration.

Shown above on the ASB float
for the 1950 Alumni Homecoming parade are Queen Patty
Burke and her attendant*, Barbara Lindquist and Alice Dougherty. The float .cast the ASB
$200, and was built for tonight’s
parade. However, it was used to
represent San Jose State college
In the Football Festival parade
In Berkeley last September.
’
photo by Gagno

’X’ to Conduct
Evening Meet
Student Y will hold its regular
Wednesday evening meeting immediately following the Homecoming parade at its headquarters, 272
S. Seventh street, according to
Ron La Mar, president.
Feature of the evening will be a
talk by Charles Schweiso, college
secretary of the American Friends
Service committee. He will speak
on the AFSC sponsored work
camps, service seminars, and institutional service- units. Slides wilt
be shown on the work carried on
by AFSC.
Plans will be discussed for the
sending of delegates to the Y winter conference at Asilomar.
The meeting will be open to all
interested students, according to
Ron La Mar. Students holding
membership cards are asked particularly to attend as a courtesy
to the guest speaker, La Mar said.

The council made this ruling
after considering the trouble that
had occurred in previous years on
such trips. The council stated that
because the trip is sponsored by
Ten San Jose .stores have dothe ASB, no one else would be nated gifts valued at approximatecovered by the rules and insurance ly $200 which will be given to the
for-the trip. Homecoming queen and her atMike Barchi, council member, tendants. A special gift car that
was appointed at the meeting to will bear the presents will be
investigate the parking situation entered into the parade, Schmidt
around the college and to make stated.
reports and suggestions at next
The parade will proceed south
Tuesday’s council meeting.
on First street, east on San CarDesigning and obtaining a col- los to S. Seventh.
lege flag was discussed at the
A list of stores which will domeeting . Council member Herb nate gifts t the queen and her
Patnoe said in his report on the attendants ?ii: Simoni’s Home
flag that Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie Furnishings, Cedar Hope chest;
had submitted some ideas for the Burk’s Leather store, wallet; Hoffdesign.
man’s Sweater shop, cashmere
In a letter read Monday night
Dr. MacQuarrie thinks, accord- sweater; Mademoiselle’s, perfume;
during
the Son dose City Couning to aPtnoe, that the flag should Hudson’s jewelers, sterling silver
cil meeting, Dr. T. W. MacQuarcontain-the -California state seal, bracelet; Hammer’s, blouse; Lucde; Collefte pireiddent. asked the
a wreath around the seal, incor- ca’s, dinner for two; and Fergu- council to
take action to block
symson’s
college,
Music
of
the
House,
album of recporation date
off
traffic
on Eighth street bebols to show growth of the state ords.
tween San Antonio and San Ferduring the life of the college, and
Jules Boss’ Jewelers donated
nando streets. Reason for the
something to show that SJS was part of the trophies, and The
request Is to allow for college
in
Calicollege
the first state
Flower Basket is providing corexpansion now In progress.
fornia.
sages for the rOya/ trio.
The block-off would make
SehrrIldt’s tentative lineup for construction on the four blocks
Also Dr. MacQuarrle this**
that there sholi/d be a student the affair places the Spartan directly east of the college
Spears in the lead, color anon* lane& maler. The renege 4s iow
’Contest on the *slim
be,
soeletyi 1,10-Ibeimoeess othoolartheloes
Ciao. Ifttunpilf, dein of a girls’ second; Silver
-Corasaay, was a ritird; 5.75 -bead, l’Ourtit; Queen -ea -those lidreets, tlillsoltuatrole
high -saluial
- . .
guest. illisSUougefiguirra-tiate* float, fifth; --4tift .6car,--sisth; -vat siwild-la theletter.
The regnant wIlHossellialiMiley
nabutilwasur of the United -Stater’ with song-gisla -and yell leaders.
-page 2)
( Continued -the flaesheg Corkin,.
to study-student -government.

MacQuarrie Seeks
8th Street Closing

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

Warren’s Daughter
Suffers Polio Attack

series of hit -run dogfights of the
wan
Three of the 600-mile-an -hour
MIG-15S were damaged by American propeller-driven Mustang
fighters. The rest fled before a
reinforcement flight of 16 American F-80 Shooting Star jets could
reach the scene. No. American
plane was hit.
The governor’s office said Nina,
Six of the MIG-15S were seen
the youngest daughter of Warren, taking off from the Manchurian
of
TI
and pains in her legs and was territory for allied aircraft.
placed under medical care at the
governor’s mansion here.
SACRAMENTO, Nov. 7.Governor Earl Warren returned hurriedly to the state capitol today
after voting early this morning in
Oakland, when his daughter, Nina
(Honey Bear), 17, was taken to
Sutter hospital suffering from
what doctors diagnosed as infantile paralysis.

The Weather

Governor Warren cancelled all
plans for visiting friends and
Today will be a carbon copy of
watching the election returns in
the San Francisco Bay area yesterday and if you can’t remember that far _back, you ain’t
ltotfletit.
got no business in collich, son.
*
Unless, of course, you’re running
TOKYO, Nov. 7. At least 15 a football pool or are operating
ltusuisrrohnitt jet fighters from -under the guise of an absentb -a-s e s challenged minded prof.
_Animism rair power over northP.S. We’re mad at you, that’s
west Korea today in the, began
were so curt. So there
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Spartan Dail
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

smorgasbored
by T.A.S.
COPY CATS:
The public is responsible for the
recent vulgar political campaigning . . . we’ve been villifying politicians for years.

TRENDS:
Published daily by th Associated Students of Sae Jose State college, except Saturday sad
A congressional aspirant in a
Sunday during the college year with one issue durfng each final examination week
campaign speech cited the nation’s
large increase in population durMamba
ing the past decade . .. gad, what
these jokers won’t take credit for!

!Associated ColetSiole Press

Office: Publications Building (193) on E. San Canos street.
EDUCATION WEEK:
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street, San Jos*
Our educational machine, it is
EA 211
Editorial, Ext. 210 Advertising Dept.,
Telephones: CYpress 4-6414
charged, is a disgrace to our culSubscription Price: 0.50 per year or $1 per quarter for non ASB card holders.
ture. Here’s how one affluent politico, embarrassed into taking a
BILL FRANCISBusiness Manager history exam while visiting a high
JACK RUSSELLEditor
school on a lollypop tour, answered
Thad Spinola
the questions:
Make-up Editor this issue
Q. How was the population diManny Alves vided on Civil War issues?
Dcn Hruby Sports Editor
News Editor
Rod Rodrigues
Bruce Brotzman Asst. Sports Editor
Associate Editor.
A. About even, half men and
Ross Massey
George McDonald Photo Editor
Desk Chief
Ron Marcus halt women.
Marion Summers Wire Editor
Feature Editor
Q. What do they grow in the
Mike de Guzman
Donnie Nunes Exchange Editor
Society Editor
East?
Make-up Editors Barbara Downy, John Delimit, Bill Epler, Nancy Loughlin,
A. Older.
Thad Spinola, D. Dixie Wise,
Q. Where is tobacco found?
Copy Desk Al Long, Carl Fernandes, Gaye Wimmer, Warren Coffey, Robinette
A. In ashtrays.
Woodside.
Q. What was the first thing
ReportersJack Anguis, Forma Cambianica, Glenn Brown, Bill Chambers, Wesley
Dayton, Jim Downs, Melvin Gagnon, Jack Hulse, Ray Hasse, Carl Fer- Gen. Grant said to Gen. Lee?
A. "Whyn’t you bring your own
nandes, Tom Marquis, Jack Gallagher, Dorothy Jocz, Murvin 0. Patrick.,
bottle?"
Ed Roper, Homer Slater, Joe Sheehan.
Q. What was the reason for the
ADVERTISING STAFF
rapid population growth in CaliRay Lyon fornia during the Gold Rush?
Office Manager
Salesmen Bob Betzendufer, Jim Baker, Charles Barryessa, William Cain, Kenneth
Churma, Pat Dyer, Peter Edmondson, Robert Carlton, William Ernst, Ray NA. They had no drive-in theaters
DiPiarza, Mel Glass, Edward Gsper, Ralph Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Carolyn then.
Q. What advantages did Andrew
Plough, Tom Ellis, Ted Short.
Johnson have?
A. He couldn’t read.
He passed.

Editorials

Council Should Attend Outside Meetings

EVENTS:
The fuse is lit. The tragedy of
a third world war is the futility
of it all. Now the victor pays the
indemnities. The outcome depends
on a lot. We’ll have to compromise with Mao, recognize his regime and get on friendlier footings with the Asiatics.

San Jose State colleges student council apparently is sitting
idle today while a recommendation that parking meters be installed
north of the campus lies on the desk of Sgt. Arthur Philpott, city
traffic analyst.
Businessmen, their eyes on their pocketbooks, recently requested
that meters be installed on Fifth and SliA streets -6etew eri-Iteri-FerThis old planet couldn’t stand
nand and Santa Clara streets. The recommendation now is being WW III, it would mean the
studied by Sgt. Philpoit before further action is taken.
death of private enterprise and
our economic system. We’ll have
The council supposedly was elected to represent the student
to reform our ranks and our
body in matters, both on and off the campus, which are imthinking and junk our personal
portant to the interests of the college. The council, however,
and national selfishness. It can’t
apparently cannot see beyond the borders of the Square.
be "America First" anymore.
President Thomas W. MacQuarrie Monday asked the San Jose Think about it friend or become
City council for formal action to close Soulh kiqhth street between a casualty,
t .ryS k -ND THE DEFENSE:
San Fernando and San Antonio treets in order to: make way for otite or-college’s long-range c4pansion. The Spartan council also cOul.cP
re’s why you’ll be paying
more taxes: One 13-36 costs about
D’. MacQuarrie with some concerted backing,
$4 million. 30 of these monsters
The procedure in awakening the City council to the interests
comprise a group .
ever hear of
back
Spartan
Daily
will
The
of the college is not complicated.
the 70 group air force? Russia
any sound moves made by the Spartan student government condreads these global bombers and
for good reason: The B-36 can
cerning these issues. The council need only do this:
carry 42 tons of TNT .. .it has 16
IPas-, a resolution eyplainirg the college s demands.
20mm cannon and numerous heavy
2Write a letter to the City council, or circulate a petition machine guns . . . on tactical air
Spartans asking ior signatures, which would be forwarded to tmissions she can .haul 5 tons. of
en Jose council. The letter will be read before the councilmen bombs 10,000 miles and refill n to
base . . . her ten engines develop
city-wide interest will develop through downtown newspaper I over
35,000 horsepo r and push
publicity,
her along at 425 nip at 45,000
3The same letter, and petition, could be presented to the feet. Its Uncle Sugars’ ace -in-thehole. We don’t have many, we
City Manager, who is in a position to abet our problems.
need more. Think you can stand
4The letter will be filed by the City council. The college then the taxes?
can put the lid on its case by enlisting the strong voice of a student
RUSSIA:
councilman to speak before San Jose’s lawmakers.
American cities can be bombed
Sparta comprises one-fourteenth of the -city’s population, an from Russian bases. Stalin has
can be a potent force when given the opportunity. It is up to the "over 10 groups" of -TU-34’s, copies of our. B-29’s impounded durDH.
student council to give SJS that opportunity.

What Happened to Our Show?
.Friday nigh.t we honored our coaches.
And what a wonderful reception!
Yes, ineed, there’s nothing lite waiting until the last possible
moment to introduce the guests of the evening. And there’s nothing
like cutting off the guest of honor mid -speech, in the face of an impatient crowd that simply wouldn t quell its enthusiasni.
Sure, the Fresno band was ’great. But ,the introduction of the
coaches was our show, and it should have been carried off with
dignity and aplomb,.
What might have been an impressive occasion turned into . . . .
shall we say, a fiasco?
M.S.
Let’s, hope it doesn’t happen again.

Hey, Driver, Toe That Line!

a

the current
IN-spifefh-eFaCT That --rrio-if-sTUdenfs are aware
struggle for parking spaces within the immediate vicinity of the
camp-us, "stirill thoughtless -hot-rod" pilots persist in ignoring the
space markings.
Hardly a day passes without two or three parking spaces in the
immediate area being loused up ’ by drivers who park their cars
completely adverse to space markings.
Surely persons who have the mental maturity to seek and attain
a college education, are mature enough to realize that they are not
in a world all by themselves. A little more care on the part of drivers
parking their autos in the spaces as they are ’marked, will help ease
the situation until such time as better facilities are available.
M.O.P.

ing the last war. Her air force is
built around a defensive force of
fighter and fighter-bomber aircraft and troop carriers, about
14,000. Her jets are somewhat superior to ours in different respects. Her tanks number 40,000.
Biggest threat is her land army of
some 12 million well -trained
troops ... she is a good contender
for the world title.

Growing Older
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UP) A
series of architectural face liftings have kept the nation’s oldest
university looking young for 314
years,
Founded in 1636, Harvard has
always had its new look and today reflects the architectural
styles of three centuries.
The latest is the $3,000,000
ultra -modern graduate center
built of limestone, glass and wood
on a steel frame, the last word in
functional living and learning atcom moda tion.s.
Some 1,200 students sleep, study,
dine, congregate and pass the idle
hours in stream -lined splendor.
The buildings are connected by
covered passageways in case of
rain.

More on Honteco ming Parade
- (Continued from page 1)
seventh; Alumni float, eighth; Alpha Phi Omega, ninth, Fraternal
Order of Eagles Drum and Bugle
corps, 10th; Kappa Phi, 11th; Alpha Omicron Pi, 12th.
Alpha Chi Omega, 13th; Alpha
Phi and decorated cars, 14th; Chi
Omega and cars, 15th; Delta Gamma and cars, 16th; Delta Zeta and
cars, 17th; Gamma Phi Beta, 18th;
Kappa Alpha Theta, 19th; kappa
Kappa Gamma, 20th; Sigma Kappa, 21st; Alpha Tau Omega and
cars, 22nd; Delta Sigma Gamma
and cars, 23rd; Pelta UpSilon

marching unit, 24th; Delta Sigma
Phi, 25th; Kappa Alpha, 26th;
Lambda Chi Alpha, 27th; Pi Kappa Alpha, 28th; Phi Sigma K4p.
pa, 29th; Sigma Alpha Epsilon and
cars, 30th; Theta Chi, 31st; Theta
Mu Sigma, 32nd; and Sigma Pi,
33rd.
Homecoming events planned for
Thursday and Friday are: House
Decorating by fraternities and cooperative living groups, the Bonfire rally at the Santa Clara fairgrounds for the St. Mary’s-SJS
football game in Spartan-stadium,
’
and two after-game dances.

Naglee Park
,Citizens Can
Ask Rezoning

lege holising administrator, that
the emergency measure was
passed. The. repeal takes effect’.
July 1, 1950.
Residents in the area brought
the matter to the council’s attention two weeks in a public hearing. Householders said that an
emergency no ’longer existed and
that students could find housing
elsewhere. "We don’t want to be
hard on the students," one man
said. But he stated that some of
the students "are terrible, and we
have to lie around them. We are
awakened at all hours of the night
sometimes."
The "terrible" situation that
the householder last night referred to was actually the illegal housing of students in Nag lee Park. Several houses are
presently holding more than 10
students, Mrs. Pritchard said.
Mrs. Pritchard said she had
heard the emergency measure
would not be repealed because it
would throw more students into
the area immediately surrounding
the campus, just recently alleviated from the congested housing
conditions,

In repealing the 1946 emergency
housing ordinance Monday night
to reduce boarders from 10 to 5
persons a house in Naglee Park,
the San Jose city council said that
the only recourse left to citizens
is to petition for a rezoning of the
area.
The rezoning would allow multiple-family dwellings to be established in the area where now only
single-family dwellings are al-

lowed.

The standing city ordinance
now reads that a maximpm of
five persons a house may be
boarded in a residential area.
Nagler Park comes under this
classification.
It was because of the wartime
emergency and the urgency of the
college housing situation, according to Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, col-

"The Coop has needed this for a lcng time."

Thrust and Parry
Answer to Lrsula
Dear Thrust and Parry:
I feel obliged to answer UrsulaSchindler’s letter which appeared
last week. She pointed out that
this loyalty oath is "a move to
curtail thought, . . . . that the
first _step of totalitarianism has
been taken."
How narrow is your political
philosophy, Miss Schindler? Don’t
you know that you have garbed
yourself with reactionai3 ways of
thinking? Webster’s definition of
"Reactionaiw one who tries to
undo political progress." My cornpilments to you. You represent
the people that lived 200 years
ago when the Articles of Confederation and the Federal Constitution became the guiding principles
of the United States.
I may be wrong in my generalization of yourself. I know that
you, as well as myself, have been
exposed rather abruptly to a democratic world. This world didn’t
exist predominantly in Europe, in
your age or your father’s age. If
this has affected your philosophical way of expressing your socalled democratic privilege, I apologize.
You said that "you know quite
well what totalitarianism can do."
You should have ended your sentence with . . . "before it comes

to power." Let me explain nt,
point here. You once had the We: mar Republic. It had "all" the
ingredients of democracy just like
we have here. The Weimar stab
men were not concerned with tb,
activities of the ultra-nationab,?
I lit Jeri I e gi.oups ,Noit can r:
them communist sloday. There to:
differences between the two but
their principles of how to get into
power are all the same, force, brutality, inhumanity.
Why is it then that the Weintic:
Republic didn’t pass anything that
could have stopped Hitler from iefiltrating the branches of the Weimar government and the German
society? I’ll tell you. At that
time, too, there were reactionaries.
Ursula, you love or enjoy, as you
said, debates because there are no
Gestapos or anything of the sort
that makes you afraid to speak
your piece in public. I wish you
would enjoy putting debates to
constructive use by supportim:
your facts.
I know what coercion, economically, means Miss Schindler.
I
know also how much it means to
lose my democratic rights forev
to the totalitarians just because
I wag a reactionary and a fool.
Therefore I close with deep regret that you have learned too
much of democracy hut have used
little of its basic principles.
ASB 50th.

Journalism, Advertising Grads Engineer Dept.
Find Work in Various Fields Presehts Talk Art Frat will Hold
Dr. Dwight Bente!, head of the Journalism department here, has
’Gathering Tonight
announced that the following alumni, who were recently graduated as
journalism or advertising majors, are employed in these journalistic
At Vogelman Horn e
or related fields:
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Keith Alward, director of public relations for the San Luis Obispo
comity school department.
Fred Baumberger, advertising
staff member of the Palo Alto
Times.
Lawrence Bernadini, copy.
%Tinter (0 r Beaumont-Hahman
agency in San Francisco.
Dsme----Brown, sales promotion
anti advertising department of
Mazda bulbs, General Electric,
Oakland.
Merle Slondin,
teacher
at
Salinas junior high school where
he is adviser to the newspaper
and yearbook staffs.
Jic Caputo, advertising and promotion staff of the Associated
Oil company in San Francisco.
Jackie Costner, advertising
and promotional staff of the
San Jose Shopping News.
Bob Crabbe, editorial staff of
the Salinas Californian.
Roger Freeberg, reporter for
the Menlo Park Recorder.
Marvin Frydenlund. with Seymour Press, Seymour, Wis.
Joe Garske, advertising manager for the San Anselmo Times.
Sam Goldman, news editor for
the San Bruno Herald.
Jim Hayes, news editor of the
Iriyo Register.
Heisey Writes Sports
Bob Heisey, on the sports staff
of the Oakland Tribune.
j:imes Hoffe, teacher or English ; ad journalism at Campbell
high
hool.
----S-e-r.-4-iHubilard,
advertising
salesman for the Lodi News-Sentinel.
George
Lajeunesse,
editorial
staff of the San Jose Mercury.
Walt Loewen was editor of
the Hayward Journal before it
was sold to a different publisher.
Margot Miller, editing, etc., the
Mayfair, Newspaper.
Raymond Nissen. Oakland
Tribune advertising staff.
Marilyn-Norris, editorial staff
of the San Joaquin Valley Poultry
Producers’ association’s magazine
Edith O’Donnell, reporter on
the El Paso Journal, El Paso, Ill.
Pettus Advrtises
Ben Pettus, advertising staff of
-the Turlock Daily Journal.
Henry Plymire. executive secretary of the San Jose Junior
commerce.
LaVerne Potts...advertising stall
of the- Turlock Daily Jobrnal.
John Romero, sports editor
of 1.:1% Vegas Review-Journal.
Florence Ross, editorial staff
of Los Gatos Daily Times.
Bob Skilicorn, editor of San
Carlos Enquirer.
Jewel Schneider. society staff
-of San -Jose- -Mereary,
Rosalie Smith (now Mrs. Westlake), Hart’s department store
advertising staff member.
Dean Thompson. editor of the
Hayward Daily Review.
Carl Underwood, sports editor
Of the Lodi News-Sentinel.
Dick. Watry, Merced correspondent for the Fresno Bee.

MEET YOUR
COUNCIL
Herb Pit
. . . blond music
major, serves on the Associated
Student Body council as Senior
class representative.
The 22-year-old San Josean was
born in San Francisco and is 5 ft.
11 in. tall.’
Herb is a member of Theta Chi,
social fraternity, and Phi Mu Al-

Second speaker in the series of
indoctrinal lectures presented by
the Engineering department to the
Engineering Preview class, will be
held this morning in the Little
theatre at 11:30 o’clock, according to Dr. Ralph J. Smith, department head. George Reynolds,
mechanical engineer for the Food
Machinery corporation, will talk
to the group on design engineering.

Delta Phi Deft* art fraternity,
will hold an infofmal rush party
at the home of Mrs. Gladys Vogelman, 1861 University drive, tonight at 7:30 o’clock, according to
Jimmy Johnson, president of the
organization.
Johnson says that 19 prospecFriday, the third speaker in the tive members have been invited.
series will be presented in the .Purpose of the gathering is to
person of William J. Nicholson, initiate pledges with the aims of
owner of the Nicholson Construc- the fraternity and to familiarize
tion company. Nicholson is a civil them with the club’s officers.
To qualify for entry into the
engineer and will address the beginning students on construction club a student must have a 2.5
engineering. This third meeting’ grade-point average in art subwill be held in Room S112 of the jects and 1.5 in academic courses,
Johnson explained.
Science building.
Mr, Donald Sevrens and Mr.
All interested -itudents on campus are invited to attend these Warren Faus, art instructofs, are
advisers for the group.
lectures, Dr. Smith said.

Tulare Art Meet
Dr. Marques E. Reitzel, Art
department head, and’ Mrs. M.
Louise Ilaskin, instructor, will
tomorrow
Tulare
to
journey
morning to attend a district meeting of the California Supervisors association.
Purpose of the meeting, Dr.
Rettzel said, is to discuss art for
the child and hear reports on
teaching art to youngsters.

Need Ideas? Look!
Do you need ideas for a family
or "gang" outing? Are you aware
of the usefulness of aluminum foil
for covering foods roasted in het
coals?
Do you know how to
toast marshntallows to a delicate
brown?
These and other questions are
answered by this week’s home
ecor.omics department exhibit on
outdoor cookery. The display is
located in the north end of the
home ec building.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
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Number 6...THE TURTLE

a, men’s honorary maw fraternity.
This army veteran has served
the students of San Jose State
college in the band council, Rally
committee, Spartan Revelries, and
as homecoming chairman in 194950.
He is
quarter.

student

teaching

this

"I should never
have stuck my neck out!"

Committee Asks
Help for COP Rally
The entertainment sub-committee of the Rally committee will
meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o’clock in the Morris Dailey auditorium accordink to John. .Piotti.
chairman.
All those interested in contributing talent for the COP exchange
rally next Thursday are asked by
Piotti to attend.
"We need quite a few audience
stooges for the show we’re putting
on," says Piotti. "It will be an
Olson and Johnson routine and we
- warittng-15-talte
epohenoyreve
part will show up."

0

Piotti says that it is imperative
for all members of the entertainment committee to be present.

Plaeenient Office
Lists Foreign Jobs

Secretarial and clerical openingi for persons interested in
foreign employment have been
announced by the Department of
State in a notice received by Miss
The Spanish honor society will Doris Robinson of the. Placement
hold a business meeting tonight office.
at 7 o’clock, at the home of Mac
Applicants should be single,
Martinez, 1585 Bird avenue, San
Jose, according to Dr. William without dependents and willing
Moellering, group adviser.
to accept assignments to- any of
Officers who will preside this
approximately 300 posts with
spring.
last
elected
quarter were
The_y_ _are:. Santos. Alvarez, weld- overseas embassies-- legations -and- dent ; Ralph Trion, vice-president; consulates.
Laren Civil, treasurer; Glendawyn
Stenographers also are needed
Cox, recording secretary; Aurora
emp:oyment, in Washington,
for
tie La Rosso, corresponding secretary; and Dolores Rose, historian. D. C.

Spanish Society
Meets Tonight

M112,..

Tests and interviews for the
overseas positions are being held
Entered ai second class matter April at the Chit hotel in San Fran24, 1134, at San Jam California, uncle/ eisco during the first 17 days
h. act of March 3, 1879.
’
Full loosed wire sorvice of United Press. of Nov.
Nth of the Glob. hinting Company,
Further information on listed
144S S. First St., Sen Jose, California.
.may be obtained from
opeames
Publish.
Newspaper
Member, California
er’s Association.
the Placement office.
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They had our slow-moving brother moving at too fast

, a pace with those quick-trick cigarette tests! A fast puff.... a swift sniff:..
a quick inhale ... a rapid exhale. Terrapin’s head was spinning
didn’t know if he was coming or going! But he slowed down to his (mil
speed decided there was no need to rush. After all, he figured,
how could anyone possibly prove cigarette mildness so fast?
right, too! That’s why we suggest:
The sensible test ... the 30-flay Camel Mildness Test, which
And he

was

simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke
on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap
judgments needed. ’After you’ve enjoyed Camels and only
Camels for 30 days in your."T-Zone" (T for Throat,
T for Taste) we believe you’ll ’know why...

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!

4
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Announcements
II

EpsilonMath MaGamma
jors and -Minors:. Open house-jct.
morrow night at 7:30 o’clock. Mrs.
Betty Amgam will speak on mathematical work at Moffett Field.
Psychology club: Executive committee meeting today, 3:30 p.m. in
B6. Members meet tomorrow night
at 7:30 o’clock in Student Center,
San Antonio street between Third
and Fourth streets.
All G.E.. ILI’. and General Junior high students wishing to take
-Elementary School Curriculum
104A Winter quarter,. sign up in
Education officp, 161, immediately.
Deadline Nov. 17.
Entomology club: Movie on crop
pest control and discussion of evening speakers today at 12:30 p.m.
in S213.
Delta Phi Delta: 7:30 o’clock tonight there will be an informal
rush party at 1861 University
drive. Sign list on board for rides.
AWS: All members of Homecoming float committee meet in
AWS lounge today at 3:30 p.m.
Today, Thursday and Friday rides
furnished from Student Union to
211: Balbach, where Christmas
Seal envelopes are being stuffed.
Rides at 1:30, 2:30 and 3:30 p.m.
Sigma Delta Pi: Meet at Mac
Martinez’ home: tonight at 7
o’clock.
Student V: General meeting tonight immediately following
homecoming parade.
1’1 Nu Sigma: Meet today in 1373
at 12:30 p.m. All pre-nursing majors welcome.
(TV: The Reverend Aoki, San
Jose pastor. will be present today

Nightly Except
Thursday

WO4
V9 04614100

Far Away Places
By MOISES de GUZMAN

in S216 at 12:30 p.m.
AWS: Business meet i n-g in
Room 24 today at 4:30 p.m.
Junior Class Council: Meet In
Student Union today at 3:30 p.m.
Silver saber Society: All members and pledges in Homecoming
parade. Be in uniform and on time
at St. James street between First
and Second streets fonight at 6:45
o’clock.
Sol* Publicity Meeting for Mass
Meeting: Meet in Student Union
is at 3?30 Instead of 2:30 p.m. as
interested sophplanned.
omores may attend this short
meeting.
CSTA: Meeting ’tomorrow at
3:30 p.m. in Al. Educatiein: students will be informed of an important phase in teacher’s work,
school-home relations, by Mrs.
Rowe.
Group (’ Freshmen: 10:30 p.m.
today meet in front of B25. Meeting place will be named then. A
member of the Panhellenic council
will speak on sororities on campus.

Prominent judges of Santa Clara county have presided at
the first Moat court trial opened by a Santa Clara university law student last week. This is the first of a series of
mock court procedures and pleadings being given by the
students this semester as a part of their academic training.
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HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT

Yardley Cosmefics

Mom, Dad,
FriendiCom ing?

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

tella,

sem,

COLONIAL MOTEL

MOREHEAD
FLEMIN G
SRi
DRUG CO.

Y Prescription P4 armarists
soo SO. 2.LP *sorattr SAN Jou. CALM
CY sssss 5.4114

CYpress 4-2091

HAROLD’S LUNCH BOX

DE LUXE TAKEOUT LUNCH BOXES
SancludcLe3
PERSONAL CHECKS CASHED
CY 2-4665

all day

B_ON
APPETIT
Citipette

every day
Between 6th & 7th on
East San Fernando

1

Tr.
pha
recer
Th
Ting]
Dale
versi
Univ,
Wrig
grad

Late Model Machines
At Student Rental Rates

Four Hours of
Continuous Playing
with a Columbia long-playing
changer attachment . . . will play
7.. IL _ar_12-lech I.p. records . .
asy to attach.

Only 17.95

Roger Fresher, Sfat ’43

9epraot 4f)

Closed Mondays & Tuesdays

30 E. SAN FERNANDO

I Mile North of Mt. View

ICJ
Tr

NEED A

SPECIAL OFFER, with this purchase,
two free 7-inch 1.p. records.

Dinners . . .
. . . Banquet Room

4111111111111111111111191111mmmy’
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Japanese Pastor
To Speak Today

Dorian Club Meets
atur ay Evening

PALO ALTO

The second event in the San
Jose concert series is a recital by
Artur Rubinstein, pianist, in the
Civic auditorium Friday evening
starting at 8:30 o’clock, according
to a --bulletin in the Music department.
Rubinitein will perform the following selections: Chacone, BachBu,soni; Scherzo in C sharp minor,
Mazurka in D major, Nocturne in
D flat, and Sonata in B minor,
Chopin.
Cathedrale Engloutie", "La
Plus Que Lente", "Valse Oubliee",
Ravel; "Alborado Del Gracloso",
Raveli "Mcphisto Valse", Liszt.

Three men and three women of*
Arizona State college have re- university were caught in the act
ceived recognition and awards in of painting two bronze lions in
the 1950-51 Who’s Who Among front of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Students in American UniVersities, fraternity temple early in the,,
and colleges. According to the morning last week. The police
Lumberjack,wergan of the college, took the two vandals to the dean
the six students were selected by of men to see the edge interviewed.
the student council and voted upon
The lions which are worth
by the college faculty on the basis $3,000 have been
painted three or
of leadership, scholarship, cooper- four times
a year for the past six
ation and future promise.
years. A campus magazine editor
That epidemics are not carried
believed that the two students will
by air but by contact with things
local Japanese pastor, the
face possible suspension from the
improperly washed or sterilized
Rev. H. Aoki, will speak at a
university.
was ’contended by Dr. Thomas
meeting of CCF in Room S216 at
Five hundred college editors
Martin, chairman of the Brigham
12:30 o’clock. this afternoon.
Young university Bacteriology de- from all over the country are
The Reverend Aoki. plans to go
being
received
by
the
Journalism
partment.
to Japan as a Missionary in the
of
Northwestern
department
He said that the belief of an
university. The confab will dis- near future. All interested stuaverage person that the air
cuss problems In journalistic dents are invited to attend, acwhich we breathe is literally
studies such as photography, cording to Marian Johnson, misteeming with disease-produciqg
newspaper business practices, sions cbairman.
bacteria is not trite.
The final enrollment of Syra- and personnel management.
ONE OF THE FINEST ART
cuse university for the fall. term is
Why is it that colleges in the
IN THE BAY AREA
DEPARTMENTS
16,007 students. Of these 11.000 East have trouble with their
students are on the main campus. women students?
LOST AND FOUND
There is a prominent decrease this
A Theta Chi University of
Loot: Picket -slide-rule with fall.
North Carolina gentleman, Al
leather case. Please return to
Men Paint Lions
Perry, who recently returned from
Room 16.
Two students of Northwestern a trip to Winthrop college, swears
Lost: Week of Oct. 30, Blue
he saw this sign prominently disParker Lifetime fountain pen.
.
played on a bulletin board of one
Reward. Return to Room 16, "Graof the girls’ d6rmitories. It was
AINT & WALLPAPER 00,
duate Manager’s office.
I Mr. J. D. Murchison of the Cali- signed by the housemother.
Pull Shades
fornia Veterans ’administration will
FOR SALE
"Please keep your shades pulled
be in Room 32 Thursday from 11
’41 Green Chev. Coupe. Every- a.m. to 3 p.m. to interview any down at night. The campus police
thing in good shape.
Phone veteran interested in the Cal, Vet like to look in."
CY 4-0070.
Law is law and there is. no use
1940 Chev. convertible. New top. not cleared his record, according beating around the bush in order
New paint. CY 2-6608. .1106 Wil- to Miss Edith Graves of the Vet- to get out of the draft law arms.
A student and ex-9I, at the Uhierans office.
,
low Glen Way.
versity of Alabama advertised for
Large
11-room
house
For Sale:
wife with 15 children. His exa
with adjoining lot on 11th street. three men. Kitchen privileges. $15
that he was staSuitable for sororities or fraterni- each per mo. 360 S.’ Ninth street. planation was
tioned in Korea after the last war
ties. Owner Rt. 2, Box 264, Gilroy,
and didn’t want to go back. His
wavrEp
California.
No dame
scheme was poor.
Chrisdrive
Wanted: Student to
FOR RENT
tian school bus between 2 and answered n6t even a full-pledged
Five-room f ur nished house.
children.
3:30 p.m. on Thurs. and Fri. If co-ed without
Kitchen with refrigerator and gas
interested call AX 6-1125.
stove, front room, bath, bedro6m.
One young manAo share room
Automatic -beat; One block *to- bus.
Two fellows, only $30,,each includ- with other student. Refined home.
ing utilities. See Mr. Benson, 5 to Linens furnished. $5 a week. 278
DELICIOUS
THE ALL-NEW
7 p.m. this week at 473 Richmond N. Ninth street. CY 3-5955,
ITALIAN DINNERS
avenue in the Burbank district.
Featuring
Two apt. for five men. Linen
furnished- $5750-week,-Very
HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
435 E. Reed street. CY 2-9547.
Come as you are.
Room for rent for one or two
girls. Kitchen privileges. 102 S.
Week Days $1.40
14th street.
The Dorian club will hold its
Sundays
& Holidays $1.65
Room and board. Two boys. first dance of the year in the
Private Banquet Room
Twin beds, private home. 220 N. Student Union, Saturday, Nov. 11.
10th street. CY 4-2975.
from 8:30 to 10:30 in the evening.
71 E. SAN FERNANDO
Men: Two-room apartment for according to Chairman George G
BruntzThe Dorian club is a social orSpaghetti, qt. 65c Ravioli,
qt. 75c
ganization of faculty members who
A quart of each feeds six.
meet for dancing. This first meeting’ is open to -ail faculty- mirrithers, new and old, and their wives
or husbands, and is free.
They
Members of the cortimittee for
will enjoy
the affair are: Mr. and Mrs. WilOpen 11:30 A.M.- 9 P.M.
accommodations bur 1.uick and Dr. and Mrs. Bert
at the newly constructed
175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
Mor r i s, refreshments; Dr. and
Mrs.- Albert sSehmeldt, -musk; Mr.
Downthart- -- and Mrs. James Stevenson, and
CY
4-5045
IlAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Baird, and
30$he1n
E. O
Sante
,,Clare
$5
Dr.
and
Mrs.
George
Bruntz,
decof San Jose’s Finest
orations.
AAA-Approved
CY 4-6075
Prospedth’ei members are urged
TYPEWRITER??
to attend this social gathering,
said Dr. Bruntz.
We Have

ITALIAN FOOD

115.4tWita4tt

Rubinstein to Play
In Si Auditorium

AMERICAN OFFICE APPLIANCES
98 N. First St.
Across

CYpress 3-3063
street from Post Office

HIS FIRST TRIP TO . .

KEN’S
Pine Inn

DINNERS t.om 75c
Serving Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Always Fresh Vegetables
82

255 So. 2nd

_
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Parties, Pledging Mark Greek Activities
Phi Alpha Theta Initiates
(4/1,4 DSG, AP Join
Eleven ilember-s Recently ZteClat
For Sat. Dance
A 0 Pi National President In Los Gatos
To Visit SJS Branch Soon
:1Wed"sda

Sr%1Zir’eril’itNr

DAILY
8, 1950
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Phi Alpha Theta, national history fraternity, initiated eleven
new members into the organization recently, according to Lou Russo,
publicity’ chairman.

Those initiated were: James Kongste, Stephen Cowie, Henry
Delta Sigma Gamnri and Alpha
Veveiros, Rose Marie Crimi, Varginia Thompson, M.aurIce fluke, RegPhi will join togetherSaturday
..nald Gearhart, William Nichols.
evening to present a dance at the
Paul Barkman, R. Stewart StinMrs. Robert Franklin Lindrooth, national president of Alpha Lyndon hotel in Los Gatos, acson, and Milton anepa.
Pi sorority, will visit Delta Sigma chapter of San Jose State cording to Walt Mueller, publicity-Mrs. Gladys Waldron, faculty Omicron
chairman for DSG.
adviser to the group, greeted the college next week %%Mlle On tour of alumnae and collegiate chapters
Guests and members of both
new members. She was assisted in the area. Mrs. Lindrooth is stopping with the Sigma chapter at organizations will dance to the
by Dr. Leo Kibby, Louis Russo,
strains of Brent Wilson’s orchesof California before coining to San Jose.
Richard Thompson, Ann Barquist, the University
tra. It is expected to be ()Tie of
An alumna of Northwestern410--------Robert Martin, and Dolores Macthe finer joint parties to be held
has
I
university, Mrs. Lindrooth
on Eighth street. She will visit h% the two groups, Mueller reA Phi Sigma Mothers’ club was Donald. Following the ceremonies,
served her organization as vice- chapters at the University of Sou- vealed.
mot
formed at a tea Sunday after- the new members were invivted to
president in charge of collegiate thern California and University of
Mueller and Gay Richardson are
noon in the chapter house, an- L’Omelette in Palo Alto.
"Riek" Thompson,
fraternity chapters and was elected to the California at Los Angeles, and co-chairmen in charge of arrangenounced Coy Staggs, president.
president, greeted the assemblage national presidency at the fra- will end her tour in Chicago next ments.
"The new organization appears and explained
new. plans for the ternity convention in Swamps- month.
capable and energetic," -says coming year. He
revealed plans cott, Mass., in 1949. She is a resStaggs, adding that plans for -a for having noted speakers at Sev- ident of Chicago, Ill., where she
SAN JOSE CONCERT SERIES
pot -luck supper, card party, and eral of the future meetings.
He is active in civic affairs.
AUDITORIUM, SAN JOSE
rummage sale already have been also explained plans for making
Members of the iocal chapter 61..
formulated by the mothers.
FRI. EVE., NOV. 10, 8:30
a- tutoring service possible for will hear the national president
Mrs. Adeline McSweeney, mo- persons deficient in history.
Tr.7
national
the
for
plans
on
report
ther of John McSweeney, oo-chairThe Mesdames Louis Russo, convention to be held at Hotel P?
man for the meeting, was elected Robert Martin, Norman Robert- Colorado in Glenwod Springs,’
Eta Mu Pi, national .merchan"King of Pianists"
president. Mrs. McSweene3 will son, Richard Thompson, Reginald Colo. She will alseinake various
dising fraternity, held formal inibe assisted by Mrs. Carl Houser, Gearhart. and William Nicholas reports on the 144 chapter s
3.60, 3.00, 2.40, I80, I 20 inc. fax
tiation ceremonies last night at ,
secretary; Mrs. Dushan Angius, were invited guests at the af- throughout the United States and
San Jose Auditorium CV 3-6252
Hawaiian Gardens where 25 new ;
treasurer. and Mrs. Mathilda Sou- fair.
Canada which hold a membership members were welcomed into the
sa, vice-president. Jack Houser,
of 18,529.
group, according -to Martha Bra -I
Jack Angius and George Sousa
During her stay in San Jose she zell.
are the sons of the new officers.
will be honored at a Peninsula
Informal initiation was recently
Other mothers, and sons were:
Alumnae banquet and a tea at held for the new members in the
Mrs. M. E. Koch. mother of How,the- Delta Sigma chapter house Student Union. Willard Olsen was
ard Macway; Mrs. Dorothy Corn-’
in charge of the ceremony, Miss ’
I I I
er,
2111
4.
Herman Carey, mother of Coy majors’ club, held its initiation of
. 25 W. SANTA CLARA
Staggs; Mrs. Annette Fourcade, new members Wednesday evenmother of Jadt Fourcade; Mrs. ing. Sonja Castberepresided over
Edward Bidstrup, mother of Curt the ceremonies.
STUDENTS AND
Hawaiian Paradise is the theme There’s a big tin ing by buying
Bids t rup.
Initiates were Virginia Anderin bulk, any quantity, envelopes
FACULTY MEMBERS
Mrs. James Flanagan, mother son. Muriel Armstrong, Cora Lee for the Spartan Chi sponsored to match. Beautiful gift boxes
of Roger Flanagan; Mrs. Della Banta, Dorothy Bartosh, Ruth dance to be held Saturday, Nov.
in white and colors. Have your
Smiths mother of Dick Hammer; Baumgardner, Carolyn Burrell, 11. The recreation hall of the YW- stationery personalized.
Mrs. Myrtle Bryan,
mother of Marie Clark, Eloise Case, Eileen CA -at Third and San Antonio
Paul Bryan; and Mrs. Dick Mas- Doyle, Lois Eglington, Diana El- streets will be setting for the troCoupons good only on days indicated.
Five - Vear Di Photo Alb
on. wife of Dick Mason and hos- well, Shirley Forbes, Norma GanSport dress will prevail. Cou- :tries, Desk Sets, Waste Baskets.
tess of the affair.
dolfo, Claire George. Rosalyn Gee. 11
attending will dance to the’
A pot-luck supper will be the Pat Hale, Margaret Hanson, De P
VALUABLE COUPON No. 3
music of Hal Patnoe’s orchestra
it
was
decided_
.
first social event,
Lynn
1-lotehings, and Laura-Johnstocked
well
department
new
A
that
night:
1
o’clock
until
9
from
Sunday. Dec. 10, was set aside for son.
Reg. 29c Junior
with Figurines, Miniature imthe party, which Mrs. McSweeney
Betty Kendell, ’Mona Logan.
ported vases, Salt and Pepper
says will be for mothers, fathers. Marilyn Luther. Joyce Leyman.
shakers, Copper and Brass
sons and Areethearts.
Items, large pottery pieces.
With rich Ice Cream,
Arlene McCulley, Evelyn NagaFrozen Fresh Strawberry
yama, Virginia Neall, Deane NewMrs. Betty Angam will speak
Whipped Cream _
farmer, De-W-1s -Petet’SOW. 3raTITTr
meeting of Gamma Pt Epsi
and Crushed Almonds.
&
Stationery
MELVIN Printing
Rego, Bessie Rozakis, Ann Ruff- Ion, math honor society, tomorrow
ner, Merri Saulile, Bettye Sievert. night at 7:30 o’clock in the StuThis Coupon Good Only
Diane Srrittht.e.- -Blanche Teves, dent’ Union
according to
Wed., Nov. 5th
South ofSon Fernando
East Side
Barbara Thomas,. Betty Vander- June Coates, secretary of the
welker, Marianne Thornton. Mar- group.
Grace Hall girls recently pre- guerite Whitson, and Fay WorthMrs. Angam will speak on the
sented their first social event of ley were also among the newly ad- mathematical work being done in
the year when they held an old- milted members.
the Ames laboratory at Moffett
fashioned Halloween party, Mary
field. A movie will be shown in
dougherty, chairman, -revealed.
connection with the speech. ReApple bobbing was played durfreshments will be served.
Ing the evening, and the girls .worel
Manny"
black masks while They wore sort.Car Service
ed "witches" brew from a giant
Mr. Gus C. Lease, instructor of
pumpkin punch bowl.
7 p.m.
After
music, was recently initiated into
New officers for the year are:
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity at San
FabBarbaia Sayer and Romona
Jose State college as an honorary
rim, %ice-president, Rose Marie Pamember.
Under
tella, treasurer; Lovina Sanders.
This is Mr. Lease’s first quarNew
secretary.
ter on the Spartan campus. -He- Management
formerly taught music at the University af Oklahoma, NorMan,
Okla.
HOT MEALS DAILY
He was recommended to the lo-1
cal chapter of Pi K A by the Beta
Transfer students of Kappa Al- Omicron chapter at the Univers1098 E. Santa Clara St.
pha Theta sorority were honored ity of Oklahoma.
recently -by the local chapter.
Those girls feted were Carol
Tingley from Colorado A and M,
Dale Bardi from Montana university, Barbara Lair from the
University of Minnesota, Marilyn
Wright from UCLA. and June Gee,
IN SIZES
graduate student, from Idaho.

Phi Sigs’ Mothers
Form New Group,
Plan Social Slate

1Eta Alu Pi Initiates
ca at Ceremonies:
Olsen Presides

Home Ec Club
Admits 40 Girls

RUBINSTEIN

THRIFTY
CUT-RATE

1 0 0

partan
Hawaiian for Dance

TRE

STATIONERY

WELCOMES

SCRAP BOOKS

SPECIAL DAILY
COUPON LUNCHES

GIFTS

BANANA SPLIT

Angam to Speak

Grace Ilan Gives
Halloween Party
As First Affair

240

118 S. SECOND

CHECK

(415 Lease Joins
Vi K A Fraternity

1:3 I Viin S
LITTLE SHOP

DRIVE - INN

KATs Fete Five
Transfer Students

750

JUNIOR
DRESSES

"A Real Dinner!"

DANCE BIDS
FRATERNITY PRINTING
WEDDING INVITATIONS
RUBBER STAMPS

VICTOR LAMAR
PRINTING
82 S.

Second

CY 4-6074

Hot Turkey Plate
with all the Fixin’s

9 to 15

Yours for Only 75c
at the Barrel House.

PRICED AT JUST

The S&P/fel /Mae
131

West

Santa Clara

Walk
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’Monster’ of Pi_ KA’s
Visits Campus in Style
By CARL FERNANDES
Some of the boys from the University of SoOthern California’
thought that it would be a good idea to bring the_"big red machin "
to Stanford for a change.
The "big red machine" in this cam was an old fire engine, purchased for $150, and the boys were four members of Gamma Eta
chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity at Southern California.
Enroute to Stanford, for the U.S.C.-Stanford football game, Jack
Baltimore, Bob Gogo, Edward*
. Olson, and John Hein, stopped
oft at San Jose State College to
visit their brothers here at 343
E. Reed street.
The "Red Monster," as it was
named by the sorority gals at
S. C., pulled out of the driveway
of the fraternity house at 707 W.
28th street in Los Angeles ’at
6:(E) p.m. last Wednesday and arrived in San Jose at 12:00 noon
. Thursday.

APO Fraternity
GlyesHelpingHand

It’s no secret here that service
something
offer
fiaternities
pretty special in the way of a
helping hand.
The 14 -year-old APO, just one
of the three service fraternities
here, has just released a list of
The machine was equipped with its accomplishments during the
a mattress and blankets so that past year.
the four fellas could take turns
Among them:
sleeping on the long journey from
I. Book exchange service
S. C.
with profits being plowed back
The seventeen-hour trip was
into college improvements.
made non-stop, ’except for a few
2. Bindex, the tabbed pages
unscheduled breakdowns. They
that keep your binder in some
w ere held over for an hour
sort of orderoffered free by
when the headlights of the
APO.
out.
The
"Red Monster" went
S. Health Cottage painting
tellas rode on for awhile using
and upkeep.
their small spotlights but de4. Student Union clean-up.
cided to repair the "beacon5. Construction of new barlike" headlights.
hew
pits.
A few other stops were made
6. Repainting of campus
to refill the radiator, which had
a habit of boiling over Et’rery now signs.
’L _ Construction of cigarette
and. thenand trash cans.
The "Monster" averaged five
8. Commuter car pools.
miles to the gallon on the trip
9. Free football tickets arid
from Los Angeles and its avparty for Home of Benevolence
erage aped was 25 miles per
children,
hour. As you can see it isn’t
exactly the most economical
10. Two $100 scholarAhips to
means of transportation and is
deserving high school seniors
not recommended for aroundfrom Santa Clara County.

Week-end Job
Sends Senior
Cloud Hopping
By KAI’ HASSE
job and 600 miles
part-time
A
between classes --such, figuratively speaking, is the weekly proliem of Bob Gross, Senior air
transportation major, who takes
to the air every Friday afternoon
and heads for his job at Round
Mountain, Nevada.
Gross, a commercial flight instructor during his spare time, is
employed as such by Pacific
States’ Aviation company of Concord. The job isn’t exactly a gold
mine although Gross’ week-end
All
destination is always one.
the instructor’s flight students,
too, are gold miners: and that
quite naturally so, since all of
Round Mountain’s 250 persons
are employed by the Round Mountain Gold Dredging company.
Of course, the money earned
from this employer buys no more
SJS education than that paid by
any other; and the catch in this
particular job is that it’s actually
300 miles, a mountain range and
an occasional thunderstorm away.
According to Gross, the inhabitants of the little two-store, 1
two-bar town have sprouted i
their winged inclinations almost :
directly out of the horse and
buggy era, not by reason of
luxurious choice, but by one of !
actual need. This gold mining
town is almost completely iso- I
lated with its closest link to
civilization being the kin -town
of Tononah some 60 miles distant. It’s entire medical needs
are dependent upon the services
of a single doctor who serves a
two-county area.
"The town itself looks like
something taken from a movie
set," says Gross.
"Its false!.
fronted buildings look like living
ghost images of the old West’s
adventurous ’trigger towns’."
Each Friday afternoon at 1:30
Gross can be found loaded with
aeronautical charts and navigation equipment as he makes his
final check of the week -end
weather at San Jose’s Municipal
Airport where a company plane
awaits his trip across the Sierras.
Normally his route is by way
of Sonora pass at an altitude
11,000 feet, The other week
end, however, after an aerial
rendezvous with three to ning
cumultts clouds, the cautious
commuter was compelled to
make a southern crossing by
way of Yosemite. The return
trip, sshich is generally made
on Sunday afternoons, likewise
proved to be anything but uneventful.
The pilot, whose flight log was
built up the hard way and without the aid of military service,
was forced to forfeit a day’s
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Aero major Bob Gross makes
a last-minute check of his map
supply before setting out to
commute through the ,cumulus
to his week-end Job of flight
instructor in the gold-mining
town of Round Mountain, Nevada.Photo by Gagnon.

to
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classes before his weather-wise
judgment allowed him to make
the return trip by sva. of Marysville.
To those students who normally
have difficulties in reaching their
classes on time, Gross does not
recommend such a part-time job
that separates them from their;
classes by a weather-dependent
distance of 600 miles. The going
can be rather turbulent he sa
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It’s all Greek to us, but.
We Cater to All
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Don’t let it got you down

COFFEE and DOUGHNUTS

NEVER
PROPOSE
ON A
MERRY-GOROUND!

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

Above, with helmets, are four
members of PI Kappa Alpha
from VASA’. and their "Red
members of the local PI KA
Phi Crimmins, exchapter:
treme right; "Garmac," chapter mascot; and Harry Beck,
extreme left.
town travel by the average
penniless college man.
Before heading for Palo Alto
(ugh), the vehicle made a tour
of San Jose, with various and sundry members of the local chapter
of PiKA hanging all over it. Included in its list of passengers I
was "Garmat." canine mascotthe SJS Pi Naps.
In the course of the afternoon, the women members of
the Spartan Dikily. (the "Red
Monster" favors the female
sex) were taken for a spin
around the block, as were some
of the sorority sisters of Delta
1
Gamma,
When last seen; the "Red Mon-’
ster" was roaring down Dayshorei
highway, siren blaring and WO
clanging, in the ,direction of the’
Stanford Indian.
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just as silly, brother,
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Golden Raiders Meet
Galloping Gaels Next
By ’ROD RODRIGUES
The "hot and cold" Galloping Gaels of St. Mary’s, sporting an
erratic two wins, four losses and one tie record, invade Spartan stadium Friday night to tangle with San Jose State’s Golden Raider
squad. It will be homecoming night for Spartan alumni and the last
home game of the season for the Spartan gridders.
Although the in-and-out Gaels*
from Moraga valley have been as derngerous. Johnson scored
slowed down to a trot this year, three touchdowns and set up a
the tremendous and traditional fourth with a 43-yard run against
team spirit of the undermanned Nevada, and Bombiani exploded
and sophomore-Studded squad is twice against California for jaunts
a factor to be reckoned with by of 92 and .98 yards. In Frank Casthe Bronzanmen of Washington sara, veteran halfback and last
Square. Coach Joe Ruez’s charges year’s leadir.g Gael ground-gainhave wins only over the fangless er, the Moragans have .a valuable
Nevada VVolfpack and the hapless team-leader and line-pulverizer
University of Oregon Ducks, but needed to get those extra yards.
they more than rose to the occaThe Spartans, on the other
sion against the vaunted Georgia hand, are in their best physical
Bulldogs, Jolt ing the football shape of the year. A highly opworld by holding the southerners timistle, or rather happy, feelto a 7-7 tie.
log permeates the air of the
COP. LOYOLA, and USF huRaider encampment since It
initiated the Moragamen by
was revealed that Center Keith
running up stratospherical talCarpenter, massive hole-plugger
lies, and California’s Rose Bowl
In the defensive wall, will rebound Bears ran rough-shod
turn to action
Friday night.
over the Gaels for a half, winCarpenter’s aggressive Ii n ening 40-25. But in every tilt, esbacking, before his injury, was
pecially the California game,
a decisive factor in earning the
the little*. Mary’s hand showSpartans’ defensive unit the laed flashes of brilliance and
bel of "ferocious" among its opthrew scares into their opponponents.
ents.
Led by the high-stepping John
Henry Johnson, fullback, and
bombastic Sam I3ombiani, lightning -like halfback speedster. the
Gaels have a one-two offensive
punch as good as any and twice

Portal Will Use
No -Knockout
Rule in 1950
Some new and strange goingson in the forthcoming Novice,
Junior and All-College boxing
tournaments are going, to baffle
many a learr.ed ring fan, hut it
will all have a purpose.
For the first time at San Jose
State college, and possibly in, the
nation, knockouts and technical
knockouts ’will not decide the
outcome of a bout. It is entirely
possible for a luckless KO victim
to rise from the canvas and claim
victory.
During a meeting of coaches
at last year’s NCAA finals, a
new ruling was discussed to put
a greater emphasis on skill and,
consequently, on points accumulated through clean punches
and
general
boxing
ability.
Washington Square’s Dec Portal took an affirmative stand on
the ruling, and it was finally
recommended unanimously by
the coaches.
’The key aim and objective is
to win by skill," says the Spartan
ring mentor, "and we have continually de-emphasized the use
of brute strength and wild slugging in winning a bout."
This no-knockout ruling will be
tried in SJS inter-collegiate bouts
if other coaches are agreeable.

Dore Purdy will have his work cut out for him in the first annual
Jose State college invitational cross country tournament Friday
afternoon at Spartan field.
Jack Kirkpatrick of College of Pacific, one of the top distance.
runners in northern California for the past couple olgears, will reSan

sume his qld rivalry with the.
Spartan harrier. Kirkpatrick won vices of their second best runthe COP invitational last year.
ner.
Along with COP and SJS, three
Each team will .be allowed to
other colleges will. be on hand to
Don Bryprovide some opposition. They enter seven men. Coach
ant of the Spartans has entered
are Santa Clara, Cal Poly, and
Purdy, Paul Jennings, Al Weber,
San Francisco State.
Cal Poly
Bill Head, Paul Sowell, and Ed
handed the Spartans their only
Hass. If Stribling is allowed to
loss last year. defeating them by
run, he will he the seventh man.
two points in the COP meet.
In the event that Stribling is
Ray Boehm and John Holden
will pace the San Francisco State unable to compete, a match race
runners, while Santa Clara’s top between Bob Weber, Paul Flanman is John O’Brien. The two nagan and Bob Anderson will
Caters placed third and fourth, decide the other spot.
Coach Bryant announced that
respectively, behind Purdy and
Ellwin Stribling in their meet there will be an informal meet
between the rest of the team to
with the Spartans this year.
Stribling is still on the doubt- determine who will travel to
ful list as he still hasn’t receiv- Stockton next week to meet COP.
ed any word from the investigation for lung infection. Without the sensational freShman,
the Spartans will niiss the ser-

For your weekend
meals lel_
MAUER’S
CAFETERIA
where you cart choose your
own menu and eat
economically, too.
ITS SOUTH FIRST STREET

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan ewww

-Mermen Play
UC Tonight

CORONA UNDERWOOD ROYAL REMINGTON
Free Parking Next Door

Est. 1900

24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

gcramble
Big Frank Cassara, pile-driving W.. Mary’s Gael halfback, is
expected to see plenty of action
when the Nforagans invade Spartan stadium Friday night. Cassara led his team
gaining during the 1949 season.
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There is a Choice of Many
CREAM
SANDWICHES ICE
CANDY and MILK at

San Jose Box Lunch
135 E. San Antonio, off 4th
Open ’till 2:45 pm.

Take Advantage of Our

SPECIAL RATES
DOWNTOWN LAUNDERETTE
321 North First Street
FRIDAYS 2 DRYS

7
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Rivals Feature
SJS Tourney

Sigma "Alpha Epsilon, winner
of Fraternity league No, one, and
Delta Epsilon, rulers of the second frat group, will meet tomorrow afternoon at Peter Burnett
field, Coach Bill Perry announced.
The game will begin at 4 p.m.
Chi Pi Sigma and Newman
club are ’still- in the running for
the first independent team, while
Rambling Wrecks and Tijuana
Terrors met yesterday to determire the second league. The two
league leaders will meet tomor-:
row at .1 p.m. at the San Jose
Itigh field.

Football tickets for the SJSCollege of Pacific football game
Nov. 18 at Stockton are available now without charge to all
ASB student and faculty card
holders in Km. 16.
Train tickets to the stockton
getr»e are also on sale for St
in the Graduate Manager’s office. Section P of the new Patine Nlemorkit stadium is nopirsertlid’ fof lkittalents’ anti see is reserved.
Hon
Tickets are on sale t
the
general public for S2.50, I he
Gradual
Manager’s office announced.
-

SANDWICHES
GOOD DONUTS
FOUNTAIN SPECIALS

SPARTAN
8’ 1950

Grid Leaders Meet

SJS-COP Ducats _

Vhile reserve mermen of San:
Jose State college throttled a Santa Clara university of fensiv e.!
Coach Charlie Walker ’s first I
string water poloists turned on I
the power yesterday afternoon to;
thump the Broncos 6-1 in the SC’
pool.
The second stringers played a I
goodly portion of the contest and I
showed a strong defensive game
as indicated by the score. Scoring was led by Chester Douglas
with 2 points; Bill May.
Bob
Hamilton, 1; Dick Lebedeff, 1;
and Harvey Luke, 1. Coach Walker’s water-wingers
take ta the water against powerful University of California teams
tomorrow night in lite Spartan
pool., The frosh squads tangle at
8 p.m. with a varsity tilt at 9.

November
Wednesday’

FOR THE PRICE OF 1

SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE
- - 463 South Second Street -WEDNESDAYS 2 DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF I

GENERAL ECONOMY LAUNDERETTE
872 East Santa Clara Street
SUNDAY 2 DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF I

In U. S. Air Force pilot’s language, that means: "Get
airborne. . . get up there with everything you’ve got!"
Start your scramble with a year of training that produces leaders ... Aviation Cadet training with the U. S.
Air Force. It’s training that wins your wings and commission. . . and a starting salary close to $5,000 a year
... if you qualify.
Check Your Compass ... And Climb on Course!
Air Force talk for "waste no timeset your course while
you’re gaining altitude." It’s good advice.
Talk it over with the U. S. Air Force Aviation Cadet
Selection Team soon to visit your campus.
Got on Tsp. . . Stay on Top . . . With Tim U.S. Air Fono
Aviation
Your U. S. Air Force will be on
Teom
Selection
Cadet
your COMOUS

8-9-10
Antonio
San
325 E.
9 A.M. .5 P.M.
November

For Students Only

U.S. AIR FORCE

4

-Wednesday, November 8, 1950
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Honneeoniing
Dance Planned

’orchestra will furnish the music
for the dressy sport dance.

One of the dances during the
evening will be reserved for
The Sparta-Giel Mix will be Queen Patty, her attendants and
staged at the Palomar Ballroom the three royal escorts.
after the Homecoming game FriAdmission to the dance is by
day night, from 10:30 p.m. to student body card only. St. Mary’s
1 a.m.
student body cards will be honBuddy King and his ten -piece ored also.

Sign-up for Air Force TrainingBeEins Today
Persons interested in applying
for officer training in the United
States Air Force will be able to
sign up for a service career today
when recruiting officers begin interviews at 335 E. San Antonio,
according to information received
from the Air Force.
The recruiting team, made up
of Lt. Donald Nelson and Lt.
Raymond Hutchins, will be taking

applications from 9 a.m. until
5 p.m. today, Thursday and Friday.
Both men and women have an
opportunity to apply for the Air
Force Officer Candidate school,
and if accepted for duty will go
through six months’ intensive
training in administrative and
technical subjects pertinent to
their final work.

College men have an additional
choice of entering aviation cadet
pilot or navigation training. Cadet
pay is $105 per month, and following graduation men are given a
second lieutenant’s commission.
Applicants for cadet training
must be between the ages of 20261/2, must be U. S. citizens, and
must have two years of college
work completed.

Are minks like people?

1.

On a mink fa)mt northwest of Chicago
recently, a driverless tractor got away and

cracked open the mink pens. Eighty-seven minks
worth $195 apiece slipped through the holes and
lit out for freedom.*
As reported by the Alka-Seltzer Newspaper of the
Atr over the Mutual -Don Lee network.
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2. Ordinarily,
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a free mink in his natural state

would have set up housekeeping alongside the
nearest stream and started hunting. But apparently these minks had been in captivity so long
they didn’t have enough gumption left to provide
for themselves.

4. If the solo purpose

of life on this troubled
planet is to provide fur coats for the state, they
are right. But we’re inclined to think differently.
And we believe the minks of last year’s crop
now gracing the backs of lady operagoers
would agree with us.

3. Breakfast-time next morning found many
of them back in their broken pens. And by suppertime practically all of the minks had voluntarily returned to captivity. To some political

philosophers, the moral of this little incident
would be simplesecurity is more dadrabluthaa
freedom.

5. We think this proves again that

the price of
freedom is independence. Dependence is like

dope. At first it is pleasant, but eventually it enslaves us. The more men depend on the state the
less freedom they have. The longer they live in
security and captivity the harder it is to learn to
live as free men again.
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This aeries, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicetted to
dtscuarion orkow mad why American business functions. We hope you’ll feel
free to send in any suggestions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The
Nesident, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angelo+ 17, Cohifgratist.
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